to adapt, centering their operating range on the value of presynaptic voltage set by the background light intensity. Even when the photoreceptor is maintained in a depolarized state in bright lights, these hardy synapses do not fatigue (Hayashi et al., 1985) . This intriguing synAnn E. Stuart* Department of Cell and Molecular Physiology University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 aptic property focuses interest not only on the mechanism Photoreceptor synapses of both vertebrate and inverteof adaptation itself, which is likely to involve modulation brate eyes are unconventional. These synapses release of the release, reception, or recycling of transmitter, but transmitter continuously yet never fatigue, and they also on the trick of maintaining an apparently infinite transmit tiny presynaptic signals faithfully, often over a transmitter supply. wide intensity range. Insight into these processes may
A specific uptake mechanism replenishes histamine stores in the photoreceptor in an activity-dependent fashion; whether uptake affects the postsynaptic signal during disinhibition is unknown but of considerable interest. Future cloning and characterization of this transporter and the histamine receptor molecules, perhaps from the bank of Drosophila visual mutants, should lead to progress in understanding how high gain signaling is preserved at this synapse over a wide range of light intensities.
